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Child's Play:
Using Prompts to Create Independent Writers
BY LESLIE DRYER- EDISON

E

very time I pass a child building a sand castle, I envy that child. Not because the child has the chance
to play, but because he can enjoy it without effort. As a child, I loved playing, and somewhere along the
way I also developed an interest in writing. Maybe my parents or teachers provided me with enough
encouragement. Maybe I received the responses of laughter, interest, or admiration when I shared with
friends. Writing was neither a chore nor a punishment; writing was freedom to put my thoughts down on a
safe sheet of paper; writing was a place to play with wor.~s.

I now teach third-grade students in a Spanish
immersion school. The majority of the children use
English as their primary language, but become
fluent in Spanish after completing our kindergarten
through sixth-grade program. In second grade, the
students receive their first instruction in English for
30 minutes daily. In third grade, students complete
about half of the year's writing assignments in
Spanish. These students exhibit qualities essential
to playing: spontaneity, creativity, humor, and
basic insight into others' situations. Year after year,
however, I see many students struggle to write.
Some loathe it. Others are only willing to complete
an assignment. How can I help my students find that
missing spark for writing?

The Problem: Playtime Ends
In the fall, I begin with fun activities to cultivate
enthusiasm for writing. We start with short pieces
about a variety of topics, often accompanied by an
activity. But somehow, somewhere during these first
weeks, play is lost, monotony sets in, and I feel the
students' minds turning off the possibilities that
powerful writing offers.
I could give a prompt and explain the writing task to
complete, and then face a crowd of students saying,
"What should I write about?" or "I do not understand
what to do." My frustration level soared. Was it
really that they did not know what or how to write
or that they just were not motivated to write? They
could orally explain ideas when I asked questions,
but seemed unsure of taking the next step to put

them on paper. And where did they go when they
could not start? Many looked for assistance from the
teacher. But there was no universal formula that I
could give to everyone. Worst of all, how could I help
my students if they did not write anything down for
me to read? I did not want to direct every writing
move that they made. I believed that this could cause
them to become more dependent upon me, which was
the inverse of what I desired. This dilemma led me to
explore a question.
I observed to learn exactly when their difficulties
arose. When I provided little choice, no class discussion, and hardly any suggestions, the nervous atmosphere intensified, and their questions escalated.
Motivation, coupled with a clear purpose, had to be
present for a student to begin, sustain, and complete
a piece. Something else occurred to me. Could my
demonstrations actually limit kids from exploring
broader possibilities? I led them to topics, so it was
only natural that they would want me to lead them
through to the end. But providing topics, although
intended to promote freedom, could have ironically
silenced some of the students' voices. "Independence
begins when writers choose their topics." (Graves,
1988, p . 312). Young writers doodle, scribble, and
write notes to each other on their own because they
can create and control their work without limitations. How could I also help them feel comfortable
with a given topic?
I also wanted them to learn the value of input
from their classmates and that although only one
name appears on each final piece, every work is
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a collaborative process. It felt ironic to question
how writers used collaborative tools to emerge as
independent writers. But, in fact, many tools relied
upon collaboration: prompts, questions and answers,
feedback, conferences, audience, personal opinion,
and interpretation. Hence my question was formed:
To what extent do various types of prompts develop
independence in young writers?

Within the context of talk-filled activities,
children learn of print's social significance-it's capacity to affect how people
behave toward each other. That is, through
collaborating with others in literary tasks,
children are learning not only about the
literary processes, but, more importantly,
about the relationships that are enacted by
those processes. (1988, p.15)

Definitions
Before exploring this question, I defined the terms
independent writers and prompts. An independent
writer is willing to take directions, to use prompts,
and interact with others through his work, but
puts all of the pieces together in his own way. He is
confident to add, edit, change, and adjust areas in
his work without step-by-step directions on how to do
it. A student becomes more independent each time
he attempts to create a piece outside of his comfort
zone. His growing confidence pushes him to take
more chances along his unique path, without imitating others.
I originally believed that prompt meant a writing
topic or idea that was generated by the teacher and
received by the student. Now I realize that a prompt
can be anything that motivates students to write. It
can be a topic, an idea, a conversation with a peer or
teacher, a question, a memory, a reaction, an activity, or an emotion expressed upon paper. Prompts
are not necessarily isolated events. They occur
throughout the writing process. Student interaction,
such as writing response groups, can force the writer
to revise. Also, prompts do not have to progress in
a single direction. Writers can question a response
or feeling, lead themselves to other adjustments,
and thereby evoke new and different responses from
peers.

Literature Review
To further understand the impact of interactions
on writing, I read studies from other field researchers. Dyson (1987) claims that even the chatter that
precedes journal time or other writing serves a
purpose and that "Cwithin the child collective, early
school age children both bind themselves together
as a group and also seek to define themselves as
competent but unique individuals."(p. 24) She states
that young children give unscripted feedback to each
other, which helped to build connections between
themselves on both social and academic levels:
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She points out that a writer can grow due to interactions that occur during work, but simultaneously
struggles to preserve his own creation.
Katie Wood Ray (2006) extends this idea to say
that, in order for interactions to be helpful and
meaningful, they must also push the student a
little:
When teachers give students a simple way
to write something, not only are they not
true to the product, they aren't true to the
process either. Outside of school, when
faced with tasks that require compositions,
writers have to figure out how to write
things. No one gives them a formula, and
the struggle to organize and make everything work together is anew every time. It
is an essential part of the writing process.
(p. 243)
In addition, Shelley Harwayne (2000) notes that
interactions with others are a crucial part of the
finished piece of writing, and connects these interactions to motivation. One reason people write is to
evoke a desired response. Writers, therefore, also
tend to seek those who support their efforts during
the process of organizing thoughts and choosing
words.
I wanted to develop an effective writing workshop in
my classroom to advance students' writing abilities,
but also provide them with a broader view of what
they can write independently. Fletcher and Portalupi
(2001) believe that it is possible to balance these two
objectives:
Your students need time to write their
hearts out; to explore many different
subjects; to write deeply about a single
one. They need to write for the fun of it,
and at times they need coaches by their
sides stretching them to write with more
precision and craft. (p.109)
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If I developed an effective setting where students
wrote, shared, responded, and reflected upon their
work, would these skills transfer to the times that they
wrote in isolation on standardized tests? These experts
further state that writing skills do transfer from the
workshop to other settings, including the test setting.
As I thought more about what these experts wrote
and about what I wanted my students to achieve, I
realized that my goals did not rest solely upon the
pieces that they could produce for me to grade in
class. I hoped that they would find and internalize
a writing process that they would feel confident to
use and would leave the classroom feeling inspired
to write. Looking for a reason to write, within and
outside of the third-grade classroom, could drive
these young writers to pay attention to all aspects of
their craft. So I first set out to discover what factors
influence students during writing and how this influence contributes to their final pieces.

My Search for Playtime
Why did the majority of my class love writing in their
journals? Journals were popular for several reasons.
A new topic was used as a prompt each time, alternating between the two languages on different days.
Individuals always had the choice to write about
the prompt, write a variation of the prompt, finish
work on a previous assignment, or create a new
piece based on their own topics. Journals were never
graded and only turned in periodically for me to
respond to with comments and questions. And at the
end of each journal time, class time was available for
anyone who wanted to read out loud and share ideas.
The class's reaction to suggested topics indicated
that students eagerly anticipated journal writing
each week. They loved writing about "Imperfect Ira"
and his mixed-up life, a spider's conversation with an
insect, or impersonating the groundhog who wrote
demands for his special day. Each time I introduced
a new topic, several hands were in the air to share
an experience or to ask how they could change the
prompt to suit their own purposes. Many students
thrived on including themselves and personal details
within the entries.
For example, one day I opened Ellen's journal and
found a personal note to me: "Please read all of my
pages, but don't share with the class." Ellen had
written about some of the prompts, but on other
days she relayed actual events and feelings from her
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life-how sad she was when her grandparent was
sick, and yet at the same time annoyed that this
could change her life:
Aunt Sue did not trust her dad being home
by himself. So now grandpa Sid lives at
Sue's house. He can not tack care of his
dog, 'Nelly.' So now we have to tack care
of her. She's a pain in the butt some times
but usually she's pretty nice. Now I have
lots of changes in my life but I got over it.
I responded, "It sounds like you are dealing with
some unpredictable changes, Ellen. That is good
that you can write about them. Is it also hard for
your brothers and sister?" My response prompted
hers. The guilt bled through her paper when she told
about the day Nelly was struck by a car:

Before we went to the game, we went to look
for Nelly. We looked everywhere! No sine
of Nelly. Finally we went down a road and
..... Oh no, ther she was, all torn up on the
road! Me, Morgan, and my Mom started
to cry. Then we disided to go to our aunt
Sue's house and tell him [Grandpa]. He
took it very well. He does not like to sho
his feeleengs. We all felt so sorry for him.
Would he ever trust us again? Maybe.
Formal pieces of writing did not receive the same
level of enthusiasm as journals. I introduced specific
topics with guidelines for length and organization
and expected progression through drafts. I graded
papers based upon grammar, punctuation, relevance
to the topic, and other areas. Students labored
through the drafts, longing to complete them.
Several final copies were similar to my example and
left me wondering whether students should even
bother to put their names on those replicas. Very few
hands shot into the air when I asked for volunteers
to present their work. What factors caused the drop
in enthusiasm? Was it just a matter of giving more
freedom in topic choice? The format? Or could it also
have to do with the interactions during these separate and distinct types of writing assignments?

Data Collection, Analysis,
and Applications
From November of 2005 through March of 2006, I
collected four forms of data: information from oral
and written student responses to questions about
writing in various settings, sociogram results, a
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variety of student work, and my notes and responses
to student work. The student work included informal
essays found in journals, written responses to literature, and formal pieces written on assigned topics.
I organized my information into manageable chunks
that would give me some clarity, and possibly connect items. First, I divided the types of prompts into
smaller groups: (1) those that were generated by the
teacher to the entire group, (2) those that emerged
in teacher-student conferences, (3) those generated
by the students in a whole group setting, and (4)
those sparked by peer writing groups. I determined
that prompts coming from me were journal topics,
my modeling techniques, and my public reactions
and suggestions to student work. My private conferences with individuals contained thoughts directed
at their specific works and were interpreted, valued,
or discarded by each individual. The prompts from
students in whole group settings and peer writing
groups came from those who offered opinions to those
who took risks to read their work out loud. These
types of prompts were even more interesting, once
I realized which were used intentionally and which
emerged unintentionally through the writing experiences. Table 1 summarizes the types of prompts and
whether they were intentional or spontaneous.
When I processed these discoveries, I realized that,
even where I tried to maintain control, the students
exerted independence in unforeseen ways. For
example, in "Student to Group" prompts, I wanted
the writers to freely respond to peers, but I could
regulate neither the responses nor the reactions to
them. And the inverse happened as well. In "Teacher
to Student" prompts, I thought that each work would
elicit a unique reaction from me. Though I did plan

what I would say until the conference, I had staged
the setting so the student would have to listen to a
singular audience, thereby exerting pressure to use
my suggestions. Yet some prompts, whether spontaneous or pre-meditated, did evoke a strong desire to
write. This led me to believe that other factors, such
as group dynamics and students' current positions
in the development of their writing abilities, were
influencing the outcomes of their work.

Sociograms: Selecting Peers to Prompt
Since a vital part of my action research was the
writer's interaction with others, I examined the relationships in my classroom. If students could make
individual choices to guide their writing, should I
not ask them with whom they would like to share?
I requested that each writer name three classmates
who were most helpful in peer conferences for Spanish writing assignments. I also asked them who were
the three most helpful students with the English
pieces. I arranged their responses into sociograms for
a clearer picture of their choices.
The results surprised me. The majority of the students did not select the same three peers for both
questions as I had anticipated. Also, if the same
person appeared upon both lists for a student, that
person was rarely placed in the same rank on both
lists. So there was a distinction between whom they
viewed as most helpful with work in their native
tongue versus most helpful with work in their second
language. Students recognized appropriate prompts
for each particular piece. They chose to reveal their
pieces to peers they trusted, hoping that those peers
would provide a desired response and valuable feedback to their efforts. This is a step toward becoming
an independent writer.

Table 1
Types of Prompts
Teacher to Group

Teacher to Student

Student to Group

Student to Student

modeling*

personal conference* S

public response S

imitating peers' work *

lesson outline*

topic suggestions *

several points-of-view S

private response * S

writing activities*

questioning * S

personal experiences S

questioning S

questioning* S

private response * S

questioning S

personal experiences S

public response* S

teacher guidance *

student guidance S

student guidance * S

personal experiences *

personal experiences *

* Intentional

S Spontaneous
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Next, I put this data to work in my classroom. We
read several books by Chris Van Allsburg and discussed elements of his style. The students imitated
an author they thoroughly enjoyed. After mini-lessons on several books, I asked them to choose one
piece, develop it further, and share it with their peer
group. They then broke into the groups that I had
arranged, based upon their sociogram responses.
Every child was placed with a first or second choice
from his own list. They were instructed to listen to
each member, write three "glows" (things that work)
and three "grows" (questions or editing suggestions)
to each author and explain them when they turned
over their suggestions. I walked around the classroom, watched, and listened.
No one came to me in 5 minutes to say that they
were finished. Not one soul asked to go to the
bathroom or get a drink. And no students needed
a referee except for a minor dispute where I had
combined two separate groups due to absences. I
recorded in my field notes comments that I heard
from writers of all ability levels. ''You used a lot of
detail." "I liked your strong verbs." ''You guys have to
take your jobs seriously, and tell me three grows to
help me make the story better." "I want to read mine
next."
I had hesitated to divide kids into groups based upon
the sociogram because I was not convinced that their
choices were based upon who would be the most
helpful. I believed that they just chose the people
with whom they wanted to be during discussion.
Yet all groups worked seriously, listened, shared,
and confidently expressed their opinions to peers.
Afterwards, the class regrouped to discuss how the
activity had worked. The majority of the writers were
pleased with the interactions and felt that they had
received valuable feedback. It appeared that a step
toward becoming an independent writer was how
well one could express ideas to a safe group.

Findings
Students, Responses to Prompts:
A Continuum
As I reviewed student work and comments, I divided
students into four levels based on how they reacted
to various types of prompts and their level of independence and labeled these groups.
Karl was a Novice writer. He needed a great deal of
approval and was dependent upon me. He was not
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motivated to write in general. I asked the class to
write autobiographies in Spanish, focusing on three
areas, physical traits, personality, and a favorite
memory or item. After several days of introduction,
work time, and conferences, Karl had still written
only one paragraph. For the original story based
on the Van Allsburg unit, he struggled to begin his
piece, avoiding it in every way possible for several
days. He listened during conferences and sometimes
revised his work, but he wanted a pattern to follow
instead of trying out his own tools. When I prompted
about specific elements, such as characters and
setting, he started to put ideas down on paper. He
did complete a story, although the plot was limited.
He enjoyed sharing ideas in peer groups, but not
like putting them on paper. Karl was also shy about
volunteering in class or commenting on others' work.
Rhyana was an Apprentice writer. She was attempting to move toward independence, but was still
cautious and responded within limits to a teacherdirected topic. She tested out her tools after the
foundation was laid for her. When responding about
why she enjoyed journals, she wrote, "It's more easy
in journals because we get a topic and a sentence to
start with." Rhyana sensed that following a model
was the safest thing to do. She dutifully completed
all three sections of information of the autobiography, with lists of favorite foods, friends, and other
sentences that lacked emotion or originality. Her
voice was missing from her work. In one creative
piece, however, Rhyana supplied more details and
a surprise ending and added more adjectives and
twists that made the story her own creation after she
had discussed her work and listened to others within
a response group. She benefited from the Studentto-Student prompts and still wanted my guidance at
the beginning and feedback at the end of her writing,
Although she did demonstrate a willingness to take
some risks, she was not confident to venture out
on her own until she received an adequate level of
positive feedback to her ideas.
Carrie was an Amateur writer. When I asked what
she liked or disliked about the autobiographies, she
replied, "I want to find out about others." Her comment implied that she wanted to compare her own
work to others as well as gain new knowledge about
them. In her autobiography, she followed the format
and provided information about all three areas, but
the amount of information varied. While she condensed all of her physical traits and personality into
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a few sentences, she expanded a description of her
dog into an entire paragraph. Carrie fixated on one
topic, horses. She wrote many journal entries about
horses and even tried to work horses into several
formal assignments. She incorporated her personal
details and family into her stories. She wrote, in a
letter format, about herself and her brother having
to leave due to a war. In this story, the children
wrote to their parents, and vice versa, explaining
what they were doing and thinking while they were
apart. Carrie used her tools to create a comfortable
and familiar setting in her piece. She was creative,
yet still craved the approval of her audience.

had a butiful wall with doves on it, but
he also had a rat problem and one day
the doves on the wall came of and atacked
the rats. The rats tried to defend there
selfs but it was no use. The doves were to
powerfull and they destroyed the rats one
by one.

Victor was an Independent writer. He was motivated
to write about himself and share his work. The
Spanish autobiography was a positive experience for
him. He said it was "interesting because I've never
written about myself." He thrived on being in the
spotlight and was always willing to give his opinion.
In fact, he was one of only two students who took an
opposing view on "The Boy and the Ghost" paper,
and he defended his reasons. Victor still had to refine
his tools for grammar, punctuation, and spelling,
but he was not constrained or pressured to adjust
his revision for teacher or peer approval. His unique
voice directed his original story:

A long, long time ago there was a man.
He owned a very, very small haus. He

Curiously, this story was a completely different tale
than what Victor wrote on the first day. He originally
completed three chapters about the oldest sister in a
family packing to leave when her family moved and
how she left the bedroom window open. The youngest
girl looked out of it, and the older sister began to fall.
He went on to describe the ghost who opened and
closed the window constantly. In the last scene, the
younger girl was asking why the window was opening and closing, as the older sister was writing in her
journal, "It all began when someone left the window
open." Victor lacked details and fluency at times, but
he certainly used his imagination and creativity to
draw the reader into his work.
This progression from novice to apprentice to amateur and finally to independent writer was complex.
They did not always progress with each new piece.
But I defined these levels, in order to help me study
how students passed back and forth through them.
Table 2 summarizes some characteristics that I
noted at each stage of development.

ble 2. Characteristics of w ... ·t
1-a - ~ - - - - - - - - -<l el's

rfl

Novice
Requires teacher modeling and feedback
Low motivation to write
Needs guidance at each writing stage
Lacks organization
Lacks vision of final product
Does not take risks
Lacks voice and personal style

Apprentice
Prefers some teacher modeling
Displays strong motivation to write
Seeks teacher approval
Needs guidance to begin each step
Prefers to follow patterns
Goal is completion more than content
Displays limited voice and style

Independent
Is confident to use or discard teacher modeling
Strong motivation to write for self and audience
Enjoys teacher approval without requiring it
Is capable of starting each writing stage independently
Demonstrates organization and creativity
Vision of final product emerges during the process
Has a developing voice and style

Amateur
Is indifferent to teacher modeling
Does not require feedback
Displays high motivation to write for self
Is confident at each stage
Demonstrates organization and originality
Has a clear vision of final product
Has a strong voice and unique style
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Conclusion and Next Steps
Giving students a voice to make decisions was
crucial to me because without their input, they could
not become independent writers. To my dismay,
however, I set up the majority of writing tasks in
my class with teacher-directed prompts. My original intent was to spark creativity mutated into a
resolution to accept "creative work" that fell within
a framework laid out in my own mind. The only
evidence of writing without a prompt from another
student or a teacher was when students wrote
about a topic that they chose in their journals. My
instruction centered around setting up guidelines
for every task, but providing choices for students
at various stages throughout the task. However, I
disliked how some teachers dictated exactly what
they wanted in every step of a writing assignment
and often dismissed or downplayed innovative ideas.
I despised the power I held over students, being able
to determine if something "different" was special or
just wrong.
Why was it necessary for me to have this level of
control under the veil of "student choice"? When
students asked, "What do I write?" or concluded,
"I can't think of anything to write," I had no good
answers. I wanted to avoid uncomfortable impasses
that resulted from these questions. I structured
every assignment to guide the students along, just
allowing a little room for them to wriggle around
with new ideas. I did not believe that they could just
sit and "write" for specific assignments, especially
ones that I was grading. If I had preconceived expectations, then it was my job to explain to them what I
expected and offer suggestions as to how to complete
a piece. But I remembered that, when I was a child,
it was never fun to play in the sand if a know-it-all
told you how to build your castle. Why would writing
be exciting if you could only write what someone else
wanted you to write?
The data showed me that the students were indeed
constructing prompts to help them become more
independent writers. Peers met to hear and comment on each other's stories. Students listened to
their groups' opinions, but did not always agree
with them. I witnessed changes in plot, setting,
details, and characters. I also determined that some
students passed through different levels of responding to prompts in a continuum, which I labeled
novice, apprentice, amateur, and independent, and
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the level depended upon the nature of their current
piece.
This provided the foundation for future action
research. I have outlined the following steps to
further direct students toward independent writing:
1. ask survey questions based upon students
likes and dislikes of several assignments;
2.

gather data for sociograms in both languages
in the fall, allow students to work with those
partners, and reassess the data in the spring;

3.

observe writers at different positions on the
continuum throughout the year. Monitor
where writers begin in the continuum in the
fall, and where they arrive in the spring;

4. further sub-divide levels on the prompt
continuum based on observations;
5. provide opportunities for students to develop
their own writing prompts for all types of
formal and informal assignments and devise
grading rubrics;
6. keep a record of student responses to prompts
in peer groups; and
7. keep a record of varying responses to spontaneous versus intentional prompts.
Learning to write is like grabbing a handful of sand.
It is so elusive, and can slip through your fingers
while you try to understand how it works. I realized
that I am an integral part of this discovery process.
It is affected by how I observe, reflect, interact with
my students, adjust my instruction methods, and
respond to different situations. A smile crosses my
face when I realize what I am learning from my students while I attempt to teach them about writing.
Although I intended to put more prompts into their
playful writing, they ended up adding more play to
my writing prompts. They reminded me how children
play and to marvel at how they play with words.
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